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spacetime curvature still in the sky my little moon 

between war and peace this fistful of soil 



migratory birds the (im)possibility to stay 

where nothing should be  
reflected  

the lake on this winter  
day 



lingering war our moon pretends to shine 

blood-sodden fields the truth about last year's seeds 



checking my timeline a symphony of tentativeness 

on pilgrimage drinking the truth from a paper cup 



talking about latest fake news the crow and I 

out of the silence my wings I took for broken 



nothing to explain… 
the song he chooses 

for his funeral 

butterflies 
on every single shirt 

children at work 



circumcision — 
the knife to cut 

this damned apple 

last day of the year 
our old songs 
at full volume 



faded sheet music 
I try 

to stay in tune 
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